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Subject: Response to Request for Additional Information Related
to the GL 96-05 Pronram for Clinton Power Station
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Dear Madam or Sir:

The purpose of this letter is to provide the Illinois Power (IP) response to the
NRC Request for Additional Information (RAI) regarding the Clinton Power Statien
(CPS) Creeric Letter (GL) 96-05, '' Periodic Verification ofDesign-Basis Capability of
Screty-Related Motor-Operated Valves," Program The attachment to this letter
provides the intbrmation requested by the NRC in the subject RAI.

Ifyou have any questions, please contact Mr. Joseph V. Sipek, CPS Director-
Licensing.

Sincerely yourt,

[ John P. McEwain
ChiefNuclear Officer
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Information Regarding the Clinton Power Station
'

-

Generic Letter 96-05 Program

!
l

NRC Ouestion #1

In NRC Inspection Report No. 50-461/96002, the NRC staff closed its review of the
motor-operated valve (MOV) program implemented at Clir%n Power Station (CPS) j

'

in respons? to Generic Letter (GL) 89-10, " Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve
Testing and Surveillance." In the inspection report, the NRC staff discussed certain
aspects ofIllinois Power's (IP) MOV program to be addressed over the %ng term.
For example, the inspectors noted that (1) 14 MOVs with interim operanility
justifientions were to have mergin improvements implemented by the Fall 1996
refueling outage; (2) IP ngreed to review test data acquired by its periodic
verification program and reevaluate its use of closing stem friction coefficients when
evalu sg open direction thrust margins; (3) IP agreed to programmatically
account for load sensitive behavior in the open direction; and (4) testing of 14
butterfly valves were scheduled for the next three refueling outages. Describe the
actions taken to address the specific long-term aspects of the MOV program at
Clinton noted in the NRC inspection report.

IP Response

1. 13 of the 14 subject MOVs have been tested during the current refueling outage,
have had torque switches adjusted, or have had modifications such as gear changes
implemented to regain margin and support the applied group valve factors. The
remaining MOV, IE51-F076 [ Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) steam line
warmup inboard isolation valve] was re-evaluated and additional margin from the
toraue switch setting was analytically determined. Additionally, all 14 subject
MOVs have been re-evaluated, including application of Limitorque TecMnl
Update 9M1 criteria and, if required, have been retested during the current CPS
outage. Actions have been taken to improve valve margins when required as a

result of this retestini).

2. IP has evaluated and compared actual test data on 37 motor-operated gate valves
tested as part of the CPS Periodic Verification Program. The assumption that
open stroke stem friction coefficients are bounded by closing stroke stem friction
coefficients was found to be non-conservative in some cases. Since calculating
open thmst margins based on clor.ing thmst margins may be non-conservative, a
new methodology will be incorporated into the DS GL 96-05 Progsam along with
other enhancements in 1999. The new methodology will ensure open stem friction
coefficients are properly bounded by analyzing actual as-tested data or grouping
MOVs by stem configuration or stem factors and applying bounding stem friction
coefficients within each of the groups. All valves with open safety functions were
ana yzed in detail to demonstrate operability in the interim period before the new*

methodology as discussed above is implemented.

1
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3. To address load sensitive behavior for MOVs with open safety functions, IP
'

p Im! an analysis of open margin for gate and flow-over globe valves in the
CPS GL 89-10/96-05 Programs This analysis incorporated load sensitive
behavior, bounding coefEcient of friction (COF) and applying same rate ofloading
for the open function as closing, and an Application Factor of 0.9 (per Limitorque
Technical Update 98-01). All valves analyzed have sufEcient capability to perform
their open safety functions when taking into account load sensitive bel.avior in the
open direction. Programmatically, CPS will continue to account for load sensitive
behavior in the open direction by applying closing rate ofloading factor when
analyzing open margin for MOVs with open safety functions.

4. Five butterfly MOVs have been satisfactorily tested for torque during the current
CPS outage. This testing veri 6ed that adequate margin exists for these valves to
perform their safety function. The remaining valves will be tested before the end
of the seventh refueling outage (RF-7). All risk signi6 cant butterfly valves have
been tested (includes testing performed prior to RF-6). This testing verified that
adequate margin exists for these valves to perform their safety function.

In addition to the four (4) speci6c questions noted above, the following additional items
were identified in Ir stion Report No. 50-461/96002 which were to be addressed by IP
over the long-tv -

1. Regarding MOV sizing and switch settings, actuator run efficiency was used to
calculate closing output torque for ac MOVs, which made valves vulnerable to
potential nonconservatisms in the Limitorque equation.

IP Response

The response provided below to NRC Question #3 provides the action taken by IP
to address this item.

2. Procedure ME-04.00, " Stem Thrustfrorque Evaluation for Motor Operated
Valves," contained a statement that was contrary to guidance provided in
Limitorque's Technical Update 93-03, The procedure stated that an application
factor of I should be used in conjunction with the temperature effect factor. The
Limitorque Technical Update stated that an glication factor of 1 may be used
when the degraded voltage was less than 90% full voltage. This discrepancy did
not affect Clinton's methodology because the degraded voltage factor was applied
as soon as the voltage went below 100%. The licea- stated that the procedure
would be corrected.

4
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IP Response*

Nuclear Station Eaal=~ing Department Standard ME-04.00 has been revised to
address use of an application factor in conjunction with the temperature effect
factor per Limitorque Technical Update 93-03. CPS continues to apply degraded
voltage factors for all voltages less than 100%.

,

. 3. The margin included for stem lube degiadation (SLD), which was obtained by
adding 0.02 to the static stem friction coefficient (SFC), was considered acceptable
for program closure. The acceptability was based on Clinton's available SLD data
and on the plans to monitor, and adjust as appropriate, the SLD as part of the
trending program.

IP Response

IP has reviewed as fowA data collected from the testing ofMOVs tested under the
CPS GL 96-05 Program. The purpose of this review was to evaluate and quantify
stem lube degradation at CPS. The as found data included torque data. This
torque data allowed further evaluations to be performed on stem factor
degradation (SF) and coefficient of friction (COF) degradation.

For those MOVs evaluated, the existing design COF degradation assumption
bounds the actual measured degradation in all cases except one, MOV IE12-
F014B (Residual Heat Removal heat exchanger 1B Shutdown Service Water inld
valve). The COF for 1E12-F014B degraded by 0.029 between 1994 and 1997.
However, when torque switch repeatability is removed, the thrust repeatability is
bounded by the design allowed degradation percentage. Therefore, all as found
test results analyzed are bounded by design and are acceptable.

IP will continue to collect as found test data in order to monitor add adjust as
appropriate SLD as part of the CPS GL 96-05 Program

4. The site's 1992 response to NRC Information Notice (IN) 92-18, " Potential for
Loss of Remote Shutdown Capabihty During a Control Room Fire," adequately
documented how this scenario would not prevent safe reactor shutdown; however,
potential damage to MOVs or to system pressure boundaries due to spurious
MOV actuation stemming from hot doctncal shorts was not fully addressed in the
response The licensee had generated stall calculations to confirm that the loads
imposed by spurious valve actuations, with no protective devices in the circuit,
would not endanger the reactor pressure boundary. The licensee intended to
revise the Information Notice response in order to consolidate this information and
fully address theissue.
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IP Response |
*

|
As noted in NRC Inspection Report (IR) 50-461/98026(DRS) dated December 13, '

1998, condition report 1-97-06-214 dated June 24,1997, had been initiated to
address the o iginal IP response to IN 92-18 with regard to MOV hot shorts. IR
50-461/98026'DRS) concluded that IP is implementing appropriate corrective
actions to address MOV hot sh >rt issues at CPS. This corrective action included
the modification of 54 MOVs wh:ch has been completed to address hot short
issues.

5. Plans for periodic verification (PV) of MOV design-basis capability were
satisfactory for program closure. As currently planned, the I V program would
meet the intent of the ASME OMN-1 Code Case where the rtatic test frequency
would not exceed 10 years. However, the licensee was not awre that, wher e the
r, elected test interval extended beyond five years, information obtained from valve
testing conducted during the first five-year time period must validate assumptions
made to justify the longer test interval. The licensee indicated that the PV program
would be revised to ensure that the five-year evaluation was performed prior to
allowing the extended PV interval.

IP Response

Nuclear Station Engineering Department Standard MS-07, "MOV Periodic )
Verification Program," has been revised to require that an evaluation be performed I

prior to extending an MOV test interval past five years. Evaluations will consider
information obtained from valve testing conducted during the first five-year time
period to validate assumptions made to justify the longer test interval.

NRC Ouestion #2

In a letter dated July 14,1998,IP updated its commitanent to implement the Joint )
Ownen Group (JOG) Program on MOV Periodic Verification in response to GL 96-
05. The JOG program specifies that the methodology and discrimination criteria
for ranking MOVs accoriting to their safety significance are the responsibility of
each participating licensue. In a previous letter dated March 14,1997, IP had
generically described the risk ranking of MOVs at Oiston for application of the
interim MOV static diagnostic test programa. As O!aton is a boiling water reactor
(BWR) anclear plant, does IP apply the Boiling Water Reactor Owners' Group
(BWROG) methodology for ranking MOVs based on their safety significance as
escribed in BWROG Topical Report NEDC 32264 and the NRC safety evaluation
dated February 27,19967 If not, describe the methodologies used for risk ranking
MOVs at Oision in more detail, incinding the preparaties of sample lists of high- ,

risk MOVs from other BWR plaats and the use of expert panel review of the MOVs
considered to be sea-safety significant by the Ginton probabilistic risk assessment. 4
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IP Response- '

IP did not apply the BWROG metk Slogy for ranking MOVs based on their safety
significance as described in BWROG h.fcai Report NEDC 32264. IP did utilize the
Clinton-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for ranking MOVs, with the following ;

anhaa==aats: |

Valves that would be considered high or medium risk signi6cuce with the |e

BWROG methodology were considered risk-significant for CPS.

Significant model manipulations and evaluations were performed as sensitivity |*

studies to ensure all potential con 6gurations and functions were included. These
evaluations included the following:

Alternate Operatina Mode Considerations The CPS PRA performed for
the Individual Plant Exa ination (IFE) used full-power operating

;

conditions. Although decay heat generation rates are lower during ;

shutdown, core damage and signi6 cant release to the public are still !
possible; therefore, valves used to prevent this are also considered )
important. i

Lonn-Term Con *=la-+ Heat Removal Due to the large containment
relative to the thermal megawatt rating of CPS, the contaimnent venting
and heat removal functions did not appear important in either the level 1 or
level 2 analysis. However, these functions could be important for long-
term accident management; therefore, valves supporting containment
venting and heat removal are also considered in the analysis.

|
Basic Analysis Method i

i

A conservative failure rate of 8E-3 failures per year (all subsequent failure rates are in
'

units of failures per year) (both opening and closing) was assigned as a minimum threshold
failure rate for all motor-operated valves. NUREG/CR-4550, " Analysis of Core Damage'

Frequency," references various studies using valve failure rates from lE-3 to 9E-3. The
conclusion reached was that 3E-3 wa.s the most reasonable. However, in order to test the
sensitivity and to ensure that valve importance is not understated, a higher value was used
for this sensitivity analysis. Although several cases could have been run,8E-3 was ;

selected as a number that could be employed and still be able to quantify the models.
Because no additional valves were identified beyond those identified in the base case
(failure rate of 3E-3) with symmetry considerations and common cause events, it was not ,

'

deemed worthwhile to test a higher number. Keeping this threshold value in mind, new
valve failure rates we assigned in three categories, as follows:

Category 1: yalves that would be fully modified and tested accordinn to GL
89-10. The threshold failure rate of 8E-3 was applied in both opening and closing
direction. This wu done because tlw .e is very high confidence that hydraulic

j
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loading concerns would not cause failure rates to be higher than historical data*

would indicate.

Category 2: Valves that were tested under high diferential pressure in the IE i

Bulletin 85-03. " Motor-Operated Valve Common Mode Failures Durina Plant
Iransients Due to Imoroner Switch Settinen " Program, For any valves that were
tested in the IE Bulletin 85-03 Program, but not included in category 1, the failure
rate in the opening direction was assigned as in category 1. This was done because
the valves have been shown to open under high diferential pressure. The failure i

rates for the closing direction were assigned as in category 3, below.

Category 3: All other motor-operated valves medeled in the PRA. Failure rates
for both the opening and closing direction for the remainder ofvalves were
assigned based on the following factors.

A. Probability that the valve is out ofits safety position when the
safety function is required

times

B. Probability that the valve would be exposed to high differential
pressure or flow when required to function

times

C. Probability of the valve failure to function under the above
differential pressure or flow.

The probability that a valve is out ofits safety position wa derived from the
i

normal system line-ups and maintenance and surveillance schedules. |
|

N probability that a valve would be exposed to high differential pressure or flow l

was derived from the IP GL 89-10 group input on design assumptions for the i

valves. If other improbable events would have to occur (e.g., a specific pipe break
or a combination of other valve failures) for a valve to be considered subjected to
high hydraulic challenge, these probabilities were taken into account.

The conditional probability of failure, given that the valve is subject to high ;

hydraulic loading, was assigned as 1.0. Wlule this is conservative, it reflects the
concern of GL 89-10, and therefore, was appropriate for the analysis.

If these three factors multiplied together result in a failure rate below 8E-3, then
' '

the threshold value of 8E-3 was assigned. If these three factors multiplied together
result in a number higher than 8E-3, the higher number was assigned.

)
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Additional common-cause events were added to the models for those valves that could-

receive their maximum challenge as analyzed above under the same conditions. For
example, if several valves could be challenged by the same accident scenvio or system
configuration, common cause events were assigned for that group of values and it was
assumed that all valves in the group could fail fer that event.

All valves that had Fussell-Vesely or Birnbaum impodance measure results greater than
zero in any of these evalur.tions were included in the category of" risk significant."

Failures other than active failures (e.g., valve body pressure boundary failure) were not
included in this analysis. Events such as an operator failing to position a valve or an
inadvertent mispositioning, or plugging, for example, were also not included.

Additional Evaluations

Following the initial analyses, to ensure that all important valves were identified, other
functions were modeled along with the core damage and containment isolation functions.
Due to the large containment size and strength at CPS, containment heat removal and
venting functions did not appear important in the PRA. Nonetheless, these functions
could be important in the long term and thus were modeled separately for this analysis.
The capability to flood the containment and/or reactor vessel with lake water could also be
important in long-term accident management, so this function was added.

Systems with redundant trains, but in normal operation, are typically modeled with one
specific train operating and the other trains in standby. For example, with three air
compressors, one was modeled as always initially in operation, the second in automatic
standby, and the third in manual standby. Thus, it would be possible for the valves in one
train to appear more imponant than the valves in another train. In all such situations it
would be appropriate to assign the highest importance value for the valves of any of the
trains to all synunetrical valves. The results of this quantification was reviewed to
determine if this situation existed and if additional valves should be identified as important
based on this evaluation.

Reviews

There were several reviews of the analysis, including EPRI consultants and the CPS
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) Independent Review Team as an expert panel.
Comments made as a result of these reviews were incorporated into the CPS GL 89-10
Program.

Comparison With Other BWR Plants

The following is a comparison list of CPS risk significant MOVs with two other BWR-6
plants. This list only compares similar MOVs in similar applications. CPS may have risk
significant MOVs in plant systems which are not common to the other plants.

,

&
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CllNTON FRA PLANT ONE PRA PLANT TWO PXA
VALVE EIN VALVE EIN VALVE EIN

IB21F016 Y B2t MOVFol6 L * N/A
IB21F019 Y B21MOVF019 L * N/A

1C41F00i A Y C41MOVF00i A L 1C4IF0001 A Catesory 3 j

IC4tF001B Y C4IMO WoolB L IC41F0001B Catenary 3
ICY 016 Y * N/A * N/A
ICY 017 Y * N/A * N/A

IEl2F014A Y * N/A * N/A i

IE12F014B Y * N/A * N/A
lE12-F024 A Y E12-MOVF024A M IE12-F0024A Catesory 2
IEl? F0248 Y EI2-MOVFO'4B M IEl2-F0024B Cascaory 3
IE12F042A Y E12MOVFD42A L * N/A ,

IE12F042B Y E12MOVF042B L IE12F0042B Category 2
IE!*F042C Y E12MOVF042C L I E12F0042C Catesory 3

1

lE12- NSA Y E12-MOVF048A M IE12-F0048A Catasory 1
IE12-F048B Y E12-MOVF048B M : E12-F0048B Catesory 1
IE12F064A Y Fl2-MOVF064A L IE12F0064 A Catesory 2
IE12F064B Y I:12-MOVFO64B L IE12r0064B Catenary 2
IE12F064C Y E12-MOVF064C L 1E12F0064C Catenary 3
IE12-F068A Y E12-MOVF068A M * N/A
IE12-F068B Y El2-MOVF068B M * N/A
IE12F094 Y E12-MOVF094 L * N/A
IE12F096 Y E12 MOVF096 L * N/A
1E2IF005 Y E21-MOVF005 L 1E2IF0005 Catamory 3

IE21Foll Y E21-MOVFoll L lE21F00ll Catesory 3
IE22-F004 Y E22-MOVF004 M IE22-F0004 Catesory1
1E22.F012 Y E22-MOVFol2 M IE22 F0012 Catesory 3
IE22-F015 Y E22-MOVF015 M IE22-F0015 Catenary 1
IE51-F013

__

Y E51-MOVFol3 M li',51-F0013 Category 2,.

IE51-F019 Y E51 MOVF019 M IE51.F0019 Catenary 2
IE51-F031 Y E51-MOVF03I M 1E51-F0031 Catcaory 2
IESIF045 Y E51-MOVF045 M IE51-F0045 Category 2
IESI-F046 Y E51 MOVF046 M * N/A
RE51FD63 Y E51-MOVF063 L * N/A
lE51F064 Y E51-MOVF064 L * N/A
IFC007 Y * N/A * N/A
IFC008 Y * N/A * N/A
lFC0036 Y * N/A * N/A

_

IFC0037 Y * N/A * N/A
IO33F001 Y G33-MOVF001 L IO33FU001 Catesorv 3
IO33F004 Y 033-MOVF004 L 103311)004 Category 3

IIA 012A Y * N/A * N/A
!!A013A Y * N/A * N/A
ISX006C Y * N/A * N/A
ISX014A Y * N/A * N/A (

ISX014B
__

Y * N/A * N/A |
'ISX014C Y * N/A * N/A

SXD53A Y * N/A * N/A
ISXO63B Y * N/A * N/A
ISX173A Y * N/A * N/A
ISXI73B Y * N/A * N/A

* No comparable valve identified

For any common valves between CPS and Plant On: or CPS and Plant Two, IP can find
no cases where either plant has a higher PRA classification than that assigned for the
corresponding CPS valve.

L
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CLINTON I

VALVE EIN NOUN NAME |
IB21-F016 Main Steam Line inboard drain isolation valve |
1B21-F019 Main Steam Line outboard drain isolation valve

1C41-F001A Standby Liquid Storage Tank outlet valve 1 A
4

1C41-F001B Standby Liquid Storage Tank outlet valve IB
ICY-016 Cycled Condensate outboard inlet isolation valve

ICY-017 Cycled Condensate inboard inlet isolation valve

IE12-F014A RHR heat exchar.ger I A Shutdown Service Water inlet valve

IE12-F014B RHR heat exchasser IB Shutdown Service Water inlet valve
IE12-F024A RHR pump 1 A test return to Suppression Pool valve

1E12-F024B RHR pump IB test return to Suppression Pool valve
IE12-F042A RHR pump 1 A low pressure coolant mjection containment spray

valve

IE12-F042B RHR pump IB low pressure coolant injection containment spray |
valve i

1E12-F042C RHR pump 1C low pressure coolant injection containment spray
valve

1E12-F048A RHR heat exchanger I A shell side bypass valve

IE12-F048B RHR heat exchanger 1B shell side bypass valve

IE12-F064A RHR pump 1 A minimum flow valve I

IE12-F064B RHR pump IB minimum flow valve j

1E12-F064C RHR pump IC minimum flow valve

IE12-F068A RHR heat exchanger I A Shutdown Service Water outlet valve

1E12-F068B RHR heat exchanger IB Shutdown Service Water outlet valve

IE12-F094 RHR Shutdown Service Water cross tie valve

IE12-F096 RHR Shutdown Service Water cross tie valve

1E21-F005 Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) injection shutoff valve i

1E21-F011 LPCS minimum flow bypass to Suppression Pool valve

1E22-F004 High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) pump discharge valve

1E22-F012 HPCS Suppression Pool minimum flow bypass valve

IE22-F015 HPCS pump Suppression Pool suction valve '

1E51-F013 RCIC injection shut offvalve
1E51-F019 RCIC recirculation to Suppression Pool - dve

IE51-F031 RCIC pump suction from Suppression Pool valve

IESI-F045 RCIC steam to turbine valve4

i 1E51-F046 RCIC turbine lube oil cooling water supply valve

IE51-F063 RCIC steam line inboard isolation valve

IE51-F064 RCIC steam line outboard isolation valve

IFC-007 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup (FC) return inside containment
isolation valve

1FC-008 FC return outside containment isolation valve
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CLINTON
VALVE EIN NOUN NAME _

IFC-036 FC supply outside containment isolation valve

IFC-037 FC supply inside containment isola +. ion valve

IG33-F001 Reactor Water Cleanup pump suction inboard isolation valve
1G33-F004 Reactor Water Cleanup pump suction outboard isolation valve

11A-012A Compressed gas header outboard isolation valve

IIA-013A - Compressed gas outboard isolation valve

ISX-006C Shutdown Service Water (SX) DG IC heat exchanger outlet valve
ISX-014A SX system 1 Aisolation valve

ISX-014B SX system IB isolation valve

ISX-014C SX system 1C isolation valve

ISX-063A SX DG 1 A heat exchanger outlet vsive

ISX-063B SX DG IB heat exchanger outlet valve
ISX-173 A' RHR heat exchanger I A bypass valve

ISX-173B RHR heat exchanger IB bypass valve i

As noted in IP letter U-603040 dated July 14,1998, IP utilizes only two categories for |
risk ranking MOVs versus tl ree as used by the JOG as noted in Topical Report NEDC- 1

32719, Revision 2 ("high", " medium", and " low). In general, the PRA classification under
IP's program is equivaient to the "high" and " medium" (for Plant Two this is Categories
"1" and "2" respectively) classifications under the JOG program. This results in MOVs
under IP's GL 96-05 Program being assigned test intervals that are equivalent to, or more ;

conservative than, what would be assigned under the JOG program. )
)

An Expert Panel has reviewed and concurred with the risk ranking assigned to MOVs
within the CPS GL 89-10/96-05 population. ]

N'RC Ouestion #3

The JOG program focuses on the potential age-related increase in the thrust or
torque required to operate valves under their design-basis conditi ns. In the NRC j9

safety evaluation dated October 30,1997, on the JOG program, ti.e NRC staff j

specified that licensees are responsible for addressing the thrust or torque delivered
by the MOV motor actuator ned its potential degradation. Describe the plan at
Clinton for ensuring adequate ac and de MOV motor actuator output capability,
including consideration of recent guidance in Limitorque Technical Update 98-01
and its Supplement 1.

IP Resoo_nse.

IP continues to support the JOG program and follows guidance as issued for ac motor
capabilities (as it applies to CPS) as well as provides test data to the JOG program.

!
'
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Limitorque Technical Update 98-01, its Supplement 1, and NRC Information Notice-

96-48, " Motor-Operated Valve Performance Issues," reco'mmend that a more
conservative method be used to calculate actuator output torque capability of ac MOV
motor actuators under degraded voltage and elevated ambient temperatures. h existing
CPS Thrust Window Calculations utilized the previously accepted, less conservative,
Limitorque method to calculate actuator output torque capabiiity. The intent of the
Thrust Window Calculations was to establish a range of acceptable close torque switch
settings that could be implemented in the field. In addition, each MOV's ability to open
during a design basis event wu evaluated. Since the present as-left close torque switch
settings and open stroke evaluatioas were based on the less conservative output torque
methodology, it was necessary to re-evaluate the following aspects of each MOVs
performance (as applicable):

'1. The revised MOV output capability is adequate to close and open the valve (as
required) under design basis differential pressure (DP), degraded voltage, and
maximum ambient temperature.

2. For MOVs where a motor stall could preclude the MOV from performing its
design' safety function, the revised MOV output capability is high enough that the
present close torque switch setting protects the MOV motor from stalling under
design basis degraded voltage and elevated ambient temperatures.

v

3. For MOVs with a safety function to close, the present close torque switch setting
is adequate to close the valve against the design basis DP.

Results/ Conclusions

As result of the analysis performed as noted above, CPS GL 89-10/%-05 MOVs fall into
one of the following five categories.

1. The revised motor capability and/or existing close torque switch setting may not be
sufficient to open or close the valve under design basis conditions. Additional
corrective action orjustification is needed to demonstrate operability for MOVs in
this category (6 MOVs). I

2. The revised motor capability may not be sufficient to trip the close torque switch
at its existing setting. Thus the motor could burn up if stroked under degraded
voltage and the MOV has a design basis safety function to re-open after closure.
Additional corrective action or justification is needed to demonstrate operability j

for MOVs in this category (3 MOVs).

Condition Report 1-98-07-280 was initiated to investigste and track corrective actions for
Category one and two MOVs and operability de minations were performed (for mode
4). Additional margins for these MOVs were c/wned by motor changes, gear changes,
increasing torque switch settings and evaluaGons to prove safety function capabilities,
including use of Commonwealth Edison methodology.

I
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3. * The revised motor capability and/or close torque switch setting may not be-

sufficient to trip the close torque switch at its existing settinc Thus the motor
could " burn up" if stroked under descadM voltage, but the MOV does not have a
design basis safety function to re-open after closure. No additional corrective
action orjustification is needed to demonstrate operability for MOVs in this
category (37 MOVs).

i

!

4. The revised motor capability is sufficient to open or close the valve under design
basis conditions; however, the resulting margin is low and/or it will be difficult to ;

verify / set the close torque switch within the allowable window during future
testing. No additional corrective action orjustification is needed to demonstrate
operability for MOVs in this category at this time (16 MOVs). These valves have
positive margin and will have chandes imple nented as required to ensure
reasonable test windows are established for the future.

5. The revised capability does not adversely affect the ability of the MOV to perform
its design basis safety function and the present close torque switch setting will

,

adequately protect the MOV motor. No additional corrective action or l

justification is needed to demonstrate operability for MOVs in this category (all
_|other MOVs).

Additional Actions Taken for the Five CategpJig

For all five catt:gories of MOVs, IP 'will continue to evaluate enhanced margins and will
have changes (modifications and evaluations) ready for implementation by the next
refueling outage (RF-7). The use of a 0.9 application factor and pullout efficiency will
also be applied to all MOV calculations.

.

With regard to dc MOV motor actuator output capability, IP currently uses motor torque |
load and degraded voltage when adjusting motor speed Additionally, a 0.9 application !
factor as well as pullout efficiency in the open and closed direction are employed when I

adjusting motor capability. However, the JOG has been tasked to evaluate industry data !
and to develop a methodology for evaluating de MOV motor capsh"1.17. CPS will |

Iincorporate the JOG methodology when developed.

)
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